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Nickel sulfide (NiS) nanosheet on carbon fibers (CFs) was prepared by using the hydrothermal
method. By varying the concentration ratios, the morphology and size of NiS could be effectively
controlled, which was conducive to the improvement of the electrochemical performance. The
experimental findings revealed the formation of the uniformly distributed NiS nanosheet on the surface
of the pre-treated carbon fibers, and the average NiS size for 2-NiS/CFs was about 200 nm. The
specific capacitance of 2-NiS/CFs could reach 534.8 F·g-1 at 1 A·g-1. Further, the composite material
could maintain its capacitance retention rate of 86% after 2000 cycles. Moreover, the supercapacitor
exhibited a high energy density of 18.7 Wh·kg-1 at a power density of 252 W·kg-1. The unique
structure of the NiS nanosheet/CFs electrode materials accelerated the electrochemical reaction
between the electrolyte and electrode. The pseudo-capacitance of the composite materials is needed to
be improved further.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supercapacitors, also known as electrochemical capacitors, exhibit advantages of short
charging duration, wide operating temperature range, high power density and long storage life. As a
result, these materials have attracted a significant attention in many industries, including electric
power, communication services, automobile industry, etc. [1-3]. However, overcoming the challenges
of low energy density, poor flexible and wearability as well as applying these materials in real life are
still needed to be accomplished.
In general, the electrode materials, such as carbon, conductive polymers and metal compounds,
are the core components of supercapacitors, [4-6]. The carbon materials have high conductivity, a wide
range of raw material sources, low preparation cost and environmentally friendliness [7-10]. Hence,
these materials have been extensively used to develop the electrode materials for supercapacitors[1113]. However, the low specific capacitance and energy density hinder their widespread practical
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applications[14-17]. Further, the metal sulfides exhibit higher capacitance and electrochemical activity
than the carbon materials, along with superior conductivity and lower electronegativity than the other
metal compounds, thus, making these materials the object of intense researches [18-20]. The common
metal sulfides include nickel sulfide (NiS), cobalt sulfide (CoS) and molybdenum sulfide (MoS).
Among these, NiS plays an importance role in the development of the electrode materials due to its
high conductivity, low cost and low toxicity[21-23]. It is considered to be a promising pseudocapacitance material and can be used to improve the specific capacitance of supercapacitors[24-27].
However, the low cycle stability during operation is currently the main barrier for the development of
pure NiS as an effective electrode material[28-30]. To overcome this challenge, the carbon materials
have been employed as a conductive substrate and to form composite with NiS. Wu et al.[31] used a
facile low-temperature water-bath method to synthesize the interconnected NiS@C. The hybrid
structure displayed a high specific capacitance of 1827 F·g-1 at 1 A·g-1. In addition, it exhibited an
excellent cyclic stability of 72% at 20 A·g-1 after 5000 cycles. In order to achieve the flexibility and
wearability in supercapacitors, the composite of carbon fibers and metal sulfides has been explored.
Using pure carbon fibers as a soft supercapacitor electrode, the contribution of the electric double layer
to the capacity is generally limited. In most cases, the carbon fibers are used as a carrier for supporting
the other active materials[12,32]. The metal sulfides are needed to be deposited on the carbon fiber
materials to enhance the capacitance and achieve an excellent electrochemical performance[9,33].
Dhaiveegan et al. [34] used a simple one-step method to deposit the nanoporous mesh Ni3S2 films on
the flexible carbon fiber cloth (CFC). For the current density of the Ni3S2 electrode of 1 A·g-1, an
excellent specific capacitance of about 600 F·g-1 was achieved. In addition, the capacitance retention
rate was still 84.6% after testing the Ni3S2 electrode for 2000 cycles at a current of 2 A·g-1. Upadhyay
et al. [35] prepared the MoS2 nanosheet electrode material on the carbon fiber paper (CFP) by using
the hydrothermal method. For the current density of 2 A·g-1, the specific capacitance was determined
to be 249 F·g-1. In addition, the initial capacitance remained only 41.3% at the current density of 10
A·g-1.
In this paper, the hydrothermal method was used to prepare the NiS/CFs nanosheet composites
with controllable behavior. The electrochemical performance of the NiS/CFs composites was tested by
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), cyclic voltammetry (CVs) and galvanostatic
charge/discharge methods. 2-NiS/CFs was observed to possess a large electrochemical capacitance in
the alkaline electrolyte (3 mol·L-1 KOH). For the current density of 1 A·g-1, the specific capacitance of
2-NiS/CFs was 534.8 F·g-1. At the same time, the electrode exhibited an excellent electrochemical
performance.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Preparation of NiS/CFs electrode
2.1.1. Pretreatment of CFs
CFs used in the study had a diameter of about 10 μm. The fiber surface was smooth and
contained several oxide films. As a result, it was difficult to bond the active substances to CFs. The
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fibers were immersed in a 3 mol·L-1 acetone solution at different temperatures. After several trials, 60
°C was determined to be the optimal temperature, with the suitable holding time is 6 h. The surface of
CFs was coarsened by electrochemical anodic oxidation in a 3 mol·L-1 potassium hydroxide solution.
The optimal coarsening voltage and duration were 2.5 V and 5 min, respectively.

2.1.2. Preparation of NiS/CFs composite materials
The composite electrode materials were prepared by using a two-step hydrothermal method, as
shown in Figure 1. In the first step, Ni(CH3COO)2 and NH4F in the molar ratio of 1:4 were added to
the deionized water. Subsequently, the mixed solution was transferred to a 25 mL autoclave and was
placed in a thermostat. The holding temperature and time were 180 °C and 5 h, respectively. Ni(OH) 2
could be obtained as per equations (1) and (2).
CH3COO- + H2O + F-+NH4+→ HF + CH3COOH + OH- + NH3↑
(1)
2+
Ni + 2OH → Ni(OH)2 ↓
(2)
In the second step, the prepared Ni(OH)2 was added to the Na2S·9H2O solutions with different
molar concentrations (1, 2, and 3 mol·L-1).

Figure 1. The schematic of the synthesis of the NiS/CFs electrode materials

The as-obtained mixed solutions and coarsened CFs were transferred to a 25 mL autoclave,
stored in a drying oven at 180 °C for 8 h, followed by cooling to room temperature. The NiS/CFs
composite materials were obtained as per equation (3). The products were named 1-NiS/CFs, 2NiS/CFs, and 3-NiS/CFs.
Ni(OH)2 +S2- + 2Na+→NiS↓ + 2Na+ + 2OH-

(3)
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The specific capacitance (C, F·g-1) of the supercapacitor could be calculated by using the
relevant relation [36].
The energy density (E, Wh·kg-1) and corresponding power density (P, W·kg-1) were calculated
by using the following relations [36].
C  V 2
(4)
E=
2
E
P
(5)
t
where ΔV is the potential difference and Δt(s) is the discharge duration during the charging and
discharging processes.

2.2. Physical properties of materials
The structure, phase composition and morphology of the samples were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD, Rigaku D/max-2500, Cu Kα ray) and field emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM, SU-8010). The elemental composition of the electrode materials was analyzed by X-ray
energy spectrometer (EDS, SU-70).

2.3. Analysis of electrochemical performances
The samples were analyzed by using a three-electrode electrochemical workstation (CHI660E).
In the three-electrode system, a saturated calomel electrode worked as the reference electrode, a Pt
sheet was used as the auxiliary electrode, and the electrolyte was a 3 mol·L-1 KOH solution. Under the
open-circuit voltage, the electrochemical workstation was used to carry out the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis of the samples with an excitation signal from 10 kHz to 100
MHz in a 3 mol L-1 KOH solution. Zsimpwin 3.0 software (Echem Software) was used to transform
the impedance data into the equivalent circuit. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves were recorded by
using the electrochemical workstation in the voltage range -0.8~0.2 V at different scan rates. The
galvanostatic charge-discharge capacitance (Cs) was also measured by using the electrochemical
workstation. The charging and discharging voltage range was from -0.8 to 0.2 V.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural characterization
Figure 2 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the NiS/CFs composites (1-NiS/CFs, 2NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs). The 2θ peaks at 18.44°, 40.45° and 72.62° are observed in the samples, with
the corresponding crystal faces (110), (211) and (312), respectively. The peak values are noted to agree
well with the peaks of NiS in the 12-0041 standard card of PDF. It indicates that Ni(OH)2, formed by
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the chemical reaction, is completely converted to NiS and subsequently combines with CFs to form the
NiS/CFs electrode materials.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the NiS/CFs composites

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the unprocessed CFs (a), CFs after coarsening (b),
1-NiS/CFs (c), 3-NiS/CFs (d) and 2-NiS/CFs (e)-(f).
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The scanning electron micrographs of the carbon fibers and their composites are demonstrated
in Figure 3. It can be observed from Figure 3(a) that the untreated carbon fibers possess a smooth
surface and uniform thickness, with a diameter of~10 μm. The morphology of the coarsened carbon
fibers is presented in Figure 3(b), and numerous deep gullies can be clearly observed. Figure 3(c)
shows the small sized NiS particles on CFs for the 1-NiS/CFs composites, due to the low content of S
in the solution not sufficient to cover the entire surface of carbon fibers. Furthermore, as the S
concentration is too high, the active material in 3-NiS/CFs is noted to be aggregated into large
particles, with non-uniform distribution and unsatisfactory inter-particle combinations. A dense film is
noted to be formed on the surface of CFs in 2-NiS/CFs, with the film composed of NiS nanosheets, as
shown in Figures 3(e) and (f). The average size of NiS nanosheets is determined to be 200 nm. The
observed morphology facilitates the transmission and storage of electrons. Hence, the composition
ratio in 2-NiS/CFs is concluded to be conductive for achieving an enhanced performance.
As shown in Figure 4, the element distribution of 2-NiS/CFs electrode material was analyzed
by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS). Figure 4(a) presents the EDS spectrum of 2-NiS/CFs,
whereas Figures 4(b)-(d) exhibit the EDS elemental mapping images for C, S and Ni. As can be
observed, the S and Ni elements are confirmed to be present on the surface of CFs.

Figure 4. EDS spectrum of 2-NiS/CFs (a) and elemental mapping images of 2-NiS/CFs for C (b), S
(c) and Ni (d).

3.2. Electrochemical analysis
Figure 5 shows the AC impedance curves (EIS) of the 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs
samples. As can be observed, all samples exhibited similar impedance shapes. Generally, the
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impedance of the Nyquist plot is semicircular in the high-frequency region. The semicircle is driven by
the charge transfer process, which is expressed as the EIS spectrum (Rct). The approximately 45°
straight line represents the diffusion process similar to the spherical diffusion, namely, the Warburg
impedance (W)[37]. The equivalent fitting circuit is present in the inset of Figure 5. By calculation, the
Rct values of 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs are determined to be 3.87, 1.26 and 2.48 Ω cm2,
respectively. It can be observed that 2-NiS/CFs electrode material exhibits the smallest impedance
value, which promotes the charge transfer and leads to a high conductivity.

Figure 5. Nyquist plot of the NiS/CFs electrodes tested in a 3 mol·L-1 KOH solution. The equivalent
circuit of the fitted impedance spectra is also presented.

Figure 6 shows the CV curves of 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs electrodes at different
scanning speeds. As shown in Figure 6(a), 1-NiS/CFs possesses a low extent of surface-active
substance and redox process, which shows the characteristics of the electric double layer. In Figures
6(b) and (c), under guaranteeing the condition of a particular rectangular shape, in the voltage range
-0.6-0.0 V, the CV curves of the 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs composites exhibit the redox peaks. This
indicates that the 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs electrodes possess the properties of the capacitor electric
double layer and pseudo-capacitance of the metal sulfide. In addition, the formed NiS nanosheet is
noted to be uniformly distributed on the surface of the carbon fibers, thus, providing numerous energy
storage locations. The composite material can lead to a high current intensity within a specific voltage
range. It can be observed from Figure 6(d) that when a scanning speed of the composite electrodes is at
10 mV·s-1, the specific capacitance of 2-NiS/CFs is higher than that of 1-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs
composite electrodes. These results indicate that the uniformly distributed NiS nanosheet can enhance
the capacitance and improve the energy storage performance in the 2-NiS/CFs composite material.
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Figure 6. CV curves of 1-NiS/CFs (a), 2-NiS/CFs (b) and 3-NiS/CFs (c) at different scanning speeds
(10, 50, 100 and 150 mV·s-1) in a 3 mol·L-1 of KOH solution, and the specific capacitance of 1NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs at a scanning speed of 10 mV·s-1 (d).
Figure 7 shows the galvanostatic charge and discharge behavior, specific capacitance and
cyclic performance of 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs in a 3 mol·L-1 KOH solution at different
current densities. Figure 7 (a-c) demonstrate the charging and discharging duration of the composite
electrode materials as a function of the current density. On increasing the current density, the charging
and discharging duration of the composite electrode materials is observed to continuously decrease.
Further, Figure 7(d) reveals that 2-NiS/CFs exhibits the longest charge-discharge duration at a current
density of 1 A·g-1, reaching 330.9 s. The maximum specific capacitance of 2-NiS/CFs is noted to 534.8
F·g-1, which is 1.4 and 2.6 times higher than the values observed for 3-NiS/CFs and 1-NiS/CFs (383.3
and 203 F·g-1), respectively. Figure 7(e) shows the specific capacitance of the composite materials at
different current densities. The 2-NiS/CFs composite is noted to exhibit the superior specific
capacitance at the same current density as compared to other materials. In order to determine the cycle
stability of the electrode materials, the 2-NiS/CFs composite was charged and discharged in a 3 mol·L1
KOH solution for multiple cycles. The first ten charge-discharge cycles are presented in Figure 7(f).
As the number of charge-discharge cycles increases, the limited capacity of the 2-NiS/CFs electrode is
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noted to gradually decrease. After 2000 cycles, the capacitance value is observed to be 86% of the
initial value, which represents a beneficial behavior as compared with the previous literature reports
[34].

Figure 7. Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs (a-c) at
different current densities, and 1-NiS/CFs, 2-NiS/CFs and 3-NiS/CFs at a current density of 1
A·g-1 (d), the specific capacitance of the composites at different current densities (e), and the
capacitance retention rate and cyclic performance of 2-NiS/CFs in a 3 mol·L-1 KOH solution
(f).
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As shown in Figure 8, the 2-NiS/CFs composite demonstrates an excellent energy density of
18.7 Wh·kg-1 at 252 W·kg-1. As the power density gradually exceeds 252 W·kg-1, the energy density is
noted to gradually decrease. As the power density increases to 6000 W·kg-1, the energy density value
is only 10.86 Wh·kg-1. However, it is still higher than the various metal sulfide composite materials,
such as MCs@GNS@NiS[38], Ni3S2 nanorod array[39], CuS nanoplatelets [40], MoS2 hierarchical
nanospheres [41], NiCo2S4 nanotube arrays [42] and C/KCu7S4 [43]. Thus, the morphology of NiS
nanosheet/CFs in the electrode material accelerates the charge transfer and promotes the
electrochemical performance. Overall, the 2-NiS/CFs electrode material possesses a superior energy
density even at the high power density values.

Figure 8. Ragone plots (Energy density/Power density) for the as-prepared 2-NiS/CFs.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, dense and uniform NiS nanosheet was prepared on CFs to form the NiS/CFs
electrode materials with controllable characteristics by using the hydrothermal method. Specifically, in
the case of 2-NiS/CFs, the relatively uniform distribution of NiS is noted on the surface. The CV curve
of 2-NiS/CFs exhibits the superior electric double layer and pseudo-capacitance performance. For the
current density of 1 A·g-1, the electrode displays a specific capacitance of 534.8 F·g-1. After 2000
charge-discharge cycles, the capacitance retention rate of the 2-NiS/CFs composite is still appreciable
at 86%. The as-developed electrode material presents an excellent cyclability as well as the optimal
power (252 W·kg-1) and energy (18.7 Wh·kg-1) density values.
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